PRODUCT MATRIX

FOR 1D & 2D BARCODE SCANNERS
Types of barcode scanners
Handheld
Easy to operate, just simply aim the scanner at the
barcode and pull the trigger.

Presentation
Designed to sit on a counter-top. They are made for
hands-free scanning and will not require triggering
to read.

Fixed Mount
These specialised scanners are made to be mounted
on a conveyor line and do not have a typical trigger
or button to scan.

Mobile Computer
While they also do more than what basic scanners
do; mobile computers provide complete freedom
since both the PC and scanner are in a single device.

Wearable
Worn by the workers around the forearm and hand
allowing them to point and scan. Connected to a
touch screen computer strapped to the arm.

Pocket-sized
This is a small portable scanner can fit into your
pocket, it is easy to use and implement into many
different scenarios.

Direct Part Mark
Equipped with imagers capable of reading barcodes
that are etched or imprinted directly into the surface
of materials such as plastic and metal.
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Difference between 1D and 2D barcode scanners
1D scanners

353526181858

2D scanners

 Can read up to 39 characters

 Can read 3000+ characters

 Reads only 1D linear codes

 Reads both 1D and 2D codes

 Less expensive

 More expensive

 Can only be scanned up right

 Can be scanned in any direction

Connectivity
Corded

Cordless

 Cord connects directly to the

 Uses Bluetooth and WiFi to

PC via USB

transfer information to PC either

 Easily implemented and lower

in batches through a cradle or

costs

in real time with regular syncing

Applications of scanners in certain industries
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Brand of barcode scanners
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